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In Other News:

  
 Journeying Together

Dear {First Name},
Welcome to the “Male Journey” – April 2016. Here are some thoughts
for you to ponder… and maybe to go out and live, if it resonates with
you…

Valuing the everyday.
After a lengthy stay in hospital and eventual discharge in 1954, Patrick
Kavanagh spent a lot of time sitting on the bank of the Grand Canal
just off Baggot Street in Dublin. Kavanagh lived nearby and would
often sit on a bench by the canal and watch the world as it went about
its business. And what a world he saw and what a world he described
to us. From this humble seat Kavanagh witnessed the everyday, the
unexceptional and the routine and yet to him it was the whole world.
While wallowing in the ‘habitual, the banal’ Kavanagh found the golden
words to pen one of his finest works.
We spend the majority of our lives immersed in the everyday, it
underpins our existence and if we are lucky and if we are alert we can
find wonder in it.
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Do you have a spare
drum or bodhran?

Our drums and bodhrans
for the Marley meeting
are a little weary so we
are asking men who have
spare drums to leave
them at the next Marley
meeting or reply to this
newsletter and we will
arrange to take them off
your hands.

Thank you.

What wonders will you see today?

 
Reflection

 

Canal Bank Walk - Patrick Kavanagh

Leafy-with-love banks and the green waters of the canal
Pouring redemption for me, that I do
The will of God, wallow in the habitual, the banal,
Grow with nature again as before I grew.
The bright stick trapped, the breeze adding a third
Party to the couple kissing on an old seat,
And a bird gathering materials for the nest for the Word
Eloquently new and abandoned to its delirious beat.
O unworn world enrapture me, encapture me in a web
Of fabulous grass and eternal voices by a beech,
Feed the gaping need of my senses, give me ad lib
To pray unselfconsciously with overflowing speech
For this soul needs to be honoured with a new dress woven 
From green and blue things and arguments that cannot be proven



 

  

 

  

 
Monthly Marley Meeting - Saturday 16th April.

Our regular gathering takes place
on the 3rd Saturday of each
month and is open to all men.
Men are invited to join us in this
space to sit and share their
stories with other men in a safe,
confidential and supportive
environment.
All men welcome. Men of faith
and no faith, married single, and of any sexual orientation.

Why not join us!
Follow this link for directions; Monthly Marley Meeting

 
Upcoming Event - TBA

A second "Day for Men" will be held
later in the summer. Date to be
confirmed.

To find out about Male Journey events,
please go to the events page of our
website, or follow the link; Male
Journey Events

 
Recent Events - "The Loyal Soldier"

We had a powerful day in Glencree last Sunday when 17 men turned
up to take part in our 1st Day for Men of 2016. The theme for the day
was “The Loyal Soldier” and focused on how their soldier continues to
impact on their lives. Men chose to be vulnerable and share deeply,
and for many it bore great fruit.
The day was filled with ritual, silent reflection and group work.
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Some quotes from participants;
"starting the journey in trusting
myself", "got a chance to show my
true self", "Powerful".
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